
2020/21 Twilight League Summary

This season league kicked off late, starting in mid January. Despite the prospect of just 10 
rounds, the league was enthusiastically embraced. 27 participants played at least one match 
and 21 played in 5 rounds or more! This made for engaging competition and a decent prize pot 
pooled from everyone's $10 one-time entry fee. Yet again the competition format and scoring 
system were tweaked – we would say improved. The format was 12 ends of three bowl pairs 
(with a two bowl triples if numbers required). For each match players received their shot 
difference as points (even if negative) plus 3 pts for a win or minus 3 pts for a loss. All players in
a drawn match received zero points. At the end of 10 rounds the prize pot was divided 
proportionately between all players finishing with a positive points tally.

As in previous seasons, pairs partnerships and opponents were drawn afresh each week, 
largely at random but with a reshuffle if necessary to prevent exact rematches. Results were 
therefore not purely in each player's own hands, so it is remarkable that our winner won all 9 of 
the matches in which she played. Towards the end our runner-up made a valiant effort to gain 
ground, also not losing a match (of 7 played) but it was not to be. So well done to Di in third 
place with 35pts, well done but bad luck to Lindsay our runner-up with 62pts, but hearty 
congratulations to Sally our winner with 82 points.
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Rushbrook.S 82 9 9.1

Chaloner.L 62 7 8.9

Eddy.D 35 6 5.8

Scriven.M 17 7 2.4

McDonald.G 13 5 2.6

Matthews.J 11 2 5.5

Fletcher.R 10 9 1.1

Magnusson.R 9 7 1.3

Cavanagh.K 3 9 0.3

Clarke.S 2 6 0.3

Tritton.M 1 4 0.3

Clark.L 0 6 0.0

Kollmorgen.S 0 1 0.0

Stevenson.M 0 2 0.0

Singh.A -1 6 -0.2

Smith.G -1 6 -0.2

Mooney.S -3 8 -0.4

Smith.T -7 7 -1.0

Condon.J -13 7 -1.9

Barton.S -15 1 -15.0
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